Allocating visual attention through saccadic eye movements is a key ability of intelligent 8 agents. Attention is both influenced through bottom-up stimulus properties as well as top-down 9 task demands. The interaction of these two attention mechanisms is not yet fully understood. A 10 parsimonious reconciliation posits that both processes serve the minimization of predictive 11 uncertainty. We propose a recurrent generative neural network model that predicts a visual scene 12 based on foveated glimpses. The model shifts its attention in order to minimize the uncertainty in 13 its predictions. We show that the proposed model produces naturalistic eye movements focusing 14 on informative stimulus regions. Introducing additional tasks modulates the saccade patterns 15 towards task-relevant stimulus regions. The model's saccade characteristics correspond well with 16 previous experimental data in humans, providing evidence that uncertainty minimization could be 17 a fundamental mechanisms for the allocation of visual attention. 18 19 32
Introduction
Any organism interacting with a dynamically changing environment has to infer the causes of the 21 observed dynamics through incomplete information from its sensory organs. It is bombarded with 22 a continuous stream of sensations which are noisy and largely redundant to create a useful model 23 of its surrounding. Such a model needs to faithfully capture the latent structure of the world, while 24 being adaptive enough to allow for rapid interactions and updating. At the same time, the brain's 25 cognitive resources and processing capacities are limited (Marois and Ivanoff, 2005). Consequently, 26 the ability to filter unimportant input and sequentially focus on interesting stimulus regions is a 27 key mechanism of neural information processing. As such, attention plays a fundamental role in 28 cognition at large, not only for processing of external afferents but also in internal processes like 29 memory (Chun and Turk-Browne, 2007) and decision making (Orquin and Loose, 2013). 30 In human perception, vision is the most dominant sense and has evolved to efficiently process Inputs to the network are the currently attended coordinates and the foveated glimpse. Feature representations of both are integrated in a recurrent layer. The recurrent representation serves to remember past experience and is used to parameterize a Gaussian latent representation. Samples from the latent code are used to generate predictions by the decoder. Variance in the predictions is used as a measure of pixelwise intrinsic uncertainty. In supervised settings, the recurrent representation is additionally used to train a classifier (gray). The classification output is used as input to the latent network and the decoder, disentangling the latent representation into class and style variables.
The uncertainty in these predictions is used to guide the model's subsequent saccade. Thereby, the 141 model performs saccades in order to minimize predictive uncertainty. input to the network. The downsampled periphery was upsampled to its original resolution in order 189 to visualize the network input in the size of the target stimulus. It can be seen that the resolution of 190 the periphery decreases rapidly and the network's visual field does not cover the full extent of the 191 image. Consequently, the model has to perform saccades that sample the full input effectively in 192 order to be able to reconstruct the image. 193 To investigate whether the proposed architecture is able to integrate visual information over time 194 and learn an adequate generative model of the image statistics, we visualized the model predictions 195 after each saccade, in the third row of Figure Figure 2C shows the combined density maps for the first three saccades per digit displayed 244 over the mean image of the respective digit class. It can be seen that the sampling strategy during 245 the initial saccades is very similar across all classes. In all cases it follows a rough three-shaped 246 pattern in addition to a strong focus on the left center of the image. The second row shows the 247 aggregated fixations for the final two saccades. Here, the saccade patterns differ more strongly 248 from one another, indicating that the model learned to choose the next saccade location based on 249 the observations during the preceding saccades. 251 In order to compare the learned fixation behavior to behavior that humans typically show, it is useful 252 to further analyze the saccade statistics. Figure 3A shows the distributions of saccade lengths -or 253 amplitudes -as the euclidean distance between subsequent fixations in a normalized histogram 254 (shown in blue). It can be seen that the histogram follows a Gamma distribution. To show that this 255 is indeed the case, a truncated Gamma distribution was fitted to the data and visualized in orange 256 (Γ( = 11.90, = 1.097)). The model almost never fixated locations further away than its peripheral 257 field of view of 16 pixels. The mean saccade amplitude was 7.34 with a standard deviation of 3.74.
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Analysis of fixation behavior
258
When separated into earlier and late saccades, different patterns become visible. While the 259 first saccade is distributed very peaked at a mode at 7.07 with a slight right skew and a low mean 260 of 5.83, the distribution of the last saccades is more left skewed with a mean of 7.41 and a wider 261 7 of 23 range, including long saccades up to 20.81 pixels ( Figure 3B ). This difference in saccade amplitudes 262 between earlier and later saccades matches the observation based on the heatmaps that the earlier 263 saccades sample the digit more densely in the immediate periphery than the later saccades, which 264 are distributed more evenly across the scene. 265 That human fixations follow a Gamma distribution has been reported in the literature for uncertainty in an associative learning task. If we generalize these findings, uncertainty could be 273 taken as a proxy for fixation duration in our paradigm, following the intuition that regions of higher 274 uncertainty should be sampled more accurately (Henderson, 2017) . 275 Similar to the fixation duration reported in the literature, our model uncertainty follows a 276 Gamma distribution, too ( Figure 3C ). When separated for the different saccades we can observe 277 that the uncertainty is highest at the first saccade and roughly follows a normal distribution. At 278 later saccades, the uncertainty decreases and is more left skewed towards zero. A similar behavior 279 in human saccade latencies has been described by Loon et al. (2002) , showing that the first saccade 280 follows a more normal distribution with an increasing kurtosis towards later saccades. 281 In humans the relationship between fixation duration and amplitude is not linear, though, 282 and instead shows a positive relationship for low durations and a negative relation for higher 283 latencies Unema et al. (2005) . Figure 3D Task-dependent visual processing 291 In humans, the saccade patterns in response to an image can be strongly influenced by the task 292 someone is performing (Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005) . To investigate whether our model is able to 293 modulate saccade patterns based on top-down task requirements, the model was trained in a 294 supervised way to perform a classification task on the digits in addition to reconstructing the image. 295 Using model uncertainty to guide saccades, the model obtained an overall test error of 2.25% 296 with a central initial fixation, or 3.59% when initialized at a random location at = 0. In contrast, the 297 same model performing random saccades obtained an error of 38.18%, highlighting that uncertainty 298 driven saccades improved task performance. 299 To answer how the additional classification task affected the network saccades, the saccade 300 patterns were analysed in more detail. Heatmaps of the supervised setting can be found in 301 the supplementary material. Figure 4 shows an alternative visualization of the model's saccade 302 behaviour in terms of the mean pixel-wise uncertainty. Regions of high mean uncertainty are fixated 303 more likely. Figure 4C and D show that the additional training objective affected the attention 304 allocation. The first two rows of Figure 4C show the mean uncertainty after the first saccade for 305 unsupervised and supervised training. It displays that both models preferably focus on the left 306 center. However, the supervised model samples the image more evenly. Figure 4D One explanation for the difference in uncertainty estimation and consequently saccade patterns, 314 could be that the additional classification criterion requires the network to commit to a digit 315 classification more quickly and therefore produces earlier reconstructions of real digits. That this is 316 indeed the case was further validated by the respective reconstruction error, which is displayed in 317 Figure 4A . Compared to the unsupervised setup, the error decreases more rapidly. An effect of this 318 could be that posterior samples for the supervised network are more likely drawn from a single 319 digit category producing clearer uncertainty maps. Figure 4A also shows that the uncertainty in this 320 experiment decreased slightly more slowly, yet also more smoothly than without supervision. The 321 overall statistics of the saccade patterns as well as the uncertainty did not differ notably compared 322 to the unsupervised training. 323 To better understand the observed differences in the initial saccade behaviour, a logistic regres- threes from all other digits and the second one to decide between sixes and non-sixes. In that, 361 both models were identical to each other except for the target category. Both tasks were learned 362 efficiently with accuracies of 99.64% and 99.26% for sixes and threes, respectively. 363 In the previous experiment, the different digit categories were not equally well classified. While 364 the network was able to classify the digit 6 near perfectly, its performance on 3s and 9s was 365 considerably worse. Figure 4B shows that the network misclassified 3s for other digits baring some 366 visual resemblance. Specifically, the network frequently classified 3s as 5s or 8s. Similarly, the 367 network often confused 9s and 4s and 7s. In order to optimally solve the binary classification task, 368 the saccade patterns should be adjusted to the task in order to minimize these misclassifications. 369 Therefore, we investigated whether the saccade strategy was affected by the task and whether the 370 saccade patterns served the identification of the target class. 371 The first two columns of Figure 4E display the mean uncertainty and the saccade targets for the 372 two task conditions. Both models focus on different regions of the input. The saccades feature very 373 distinct sampling patterns that are visibly different from the saccade strategies seen previously. 374 The network trained to distinguish threes focuses on the left and right sides as well as the upper 375 half of the image. The network trained to classify sixes, in contrast, focuses more strongly on the 376 left and lower left center. In order to gain a better understanding into what drove the saccades 377 for non-target stimuli, the third column shows mean pixel-values taken over the classes that were 378 most confused for the respective target class, thresholded to produce a binary relevance map. The 379 confunders were the classes 2, 5, and 8 for the target class 3 and 0, 2, and 4 for the target class 380 6. It can be seen that the uncertainty -and the resulting fixations -corresponds well to the 381 surrounding of the most confused classes, indicating that the network focused on those regions 382 that helped discerning the target classes from the confounding digits.
383
Visual search 384 The previous experiments focused on sampling of individual stimuli at the center of the image. Figure 5C . Figure 5D shows that the relationship between model uncertainty and 415 saccade amplitude is again captured by the model proposed by Unema et al. (2005) . In contrast to 416 the other setting, the model displays a a sharper peak at low uncertainties. 417 That the learned search strategies are useful for classification is revealed by the obtained 418 classification accuracies. , 2011) . A parsimonious reconciliation of these two processes posits that both serve the 432 common objective to minimize uncertainty about the sensed world (Feldman and Friston, 2010) . 433 Exploring this hypothesis, we proposed an artificial neural network model that makes predictions 434 of an observed scene and performs saccades in order to minimize uncertainty in its predictions. the saccade sequence, another explanation for this behavior is that the reconstruction loss was 455 calculated at the end of the sequence. Therefore, the early reconstructions were not explicitly 456 trained to be accurate. By calculating the loss after each saccade the model could be constrained to 457 make more accurate predictions early on. However, this is not only computationally more expensive, 458 constraining the model's earlier reconstructions could also unnecessarily limit the model from 459 affecting its own sampling strategy. As fixation targets were determined by the model uncertainty 460 and uncertainty was obtained by the variance in the model's predictions, not constraining the early 461 predictions gives the model more flexibility in learning a sampling strategy relevant for the task. 462 In contrast, calculating the loss after each saccade forces the model to commit to a perceptual 463 interpretation early on with only limited available information, potentially leading to suboptimal 464 sampling of the input. 465 The observed uncertainty patterns showed that the prediction varied most strongly at the (Renninger et al., 2007) . Therefore, it it would be a useful and biologically plausible 475 sampling strategy, under the proposed attention model, to focus on edges in the observed image. 476 It was seen that the model focused on these regions specifically during later saccades. It was also 477 only during these later saccades that the uncertainty was found to be well calibrated by matching 478 regions of high prediction error. Consequently, modeling attention as uncertainty-or prediction 479 error minimization as proposed by Hazoglou and Hylton (2018) might display similar behaviours at 480 least for later saccades. 481 The second experiment revealed that the proposed attention mechanism can also success-482 fully be employed in a supervised task setting. The implicitly learned saccade strategy enabled 483 our model to achieve comparable classification performance to similar models in the computer 484 vision literature (Mnih et al., 2014) without the requirement to train the saccade strategy using 485 reinforcement learning. The lower accuracy can be explained by the fact that a few digits were 486 often misclassified for digits that were visually similar. Consequently, our model did not sufficiently 487 sample regions that were necessary to distinguish these difficult cases. A potential explanation 488 for that could be that the model's objective requires a certain trade-off between classification 489 accuracy and reconstruction. While this trade-off might have prohibited the model to achieve 490 better classification scores, it is this interaction between task-requirements and stimulus features 491 that we were interested in. Another reason for the observed difference could be that we used This visual search paradigm is more frequently used to study human saccade behavior. We 497 showed that the uncertainty minimizing sampling strategy helped to find the relevant stimulus, 498 even in the presence of distracting stimuli, while achieving competitive classification scores to Mnih 499 et al. (2014) . However, in contrast to the previous experiments the model did not learn to accurately 500 reconstruct the target images but produced rather blurry images. This can be explained by the fact 501 that the model trained on a pixel-wise loss. Since the digits are not centered, the model receives a 502 large loss when it predicts the target location slightly shifted. Therefore, it is a better strategy to 503 make blurred predictions to minimize the loss. A potential way of solving this issue could be to use 504 perceptual losses (Goodfellow et al., 2014) instead of the pixel-wise binary cross-entropy.
505
Task Dependence 506 One main research question we were interested in was how different task demands affect the 507 selection of saccade targets. We observed that the introduction of a classification task did visibly 508 affected the saccade patterns. An analysis of the pixel statistics revealed that the supervised model 509 did focus more strongly on stimulus regions relevant for classification than the model trained only 510 on scene prediction. A comparison with a model performing random saccades showed that the 511 proposed sampling strategy achieved considerably better classification results. Hence, the models 512 clearly adjusted the saccade strategy according to the respective task requirements. This was also 513 seen in the fact that the supervised model focused more on regions relevant to distinguish the 514 digits from their confounding classes than the unsupervised network. 515 To control for the difference in architecture and to isolate the top-down influences, the binary 516 classification task further explained the effect of task requirements on the saccade patterns. 517 Here, analysis of the saccade patterns revealed again that the model focused on those regions 518 that were relevant to distinguish the target class from the most confounding classes without 519 explicit optimization to do so. This highlights once more that the proposed attentional mechanism 520 successfully conjoins bottom-up and top-down processing with a single objective. In that way, the model might be able to make more accurate saccades in the cluttered dataset 591 and learn realistic eye movements in natural datasets. Furthermore, more extensive study of the 
Subsequently, the newly attended location +1 was used to generate the foveated input to 642 the network for the next time step. In that way, the model performed a total of = 6 saccades, 643 including the initial fixation, after which the loss was calculated and backpropagated through the 
